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Session Aims
● Examine a framework for habit formation based on 

James Clear’s Atomic Habits.
● Look at the four laws of habit formation and explore 

ways to apply them to language learning.
● Present materials for use inside and outside the 

classroom in support of the framework.
● All in 45 minutes! Eek!

https://freeenglishlessonplans.com/ 

https://freeenglishlessonplans.com/


Atomic Habits Defined
● Tiny, 1% improvements that compound over 

time.
● A system to incorporate new habits and 

eradicate old ones.



Dave Brailsford & British Cycling
● British Cycling pre-2003 - nearly 100 years of mediocrity
● 1908-2003 - 1 Olympic gold medal, 0 Tour de France wins
● Top bike manufacturers refused to sell bikes to the British team



Dave Brailsford & British Cycling
2003 - Brailsford hired to overhaul the team

● Brailsford implemented “the aggregation of marginal gains”
○ Break elements of cycling down.
○ Improve each area by 1%.
○ Reap the benefits.



Dave Brailsford & British Cycling
Brailsford’s marginal gains:

From the obvious:

● redesign bike saddles for comfort
● rub alcohol on tyres for better grip
● ask riders to wear heated overshorts to maintain muscle temperature
● use lighter, more aerodynamic racing suits



Dave Brailsford & British Cycling
Brailsford’s marginal gains:

To the not so obvious:

● Tested massage gels to find the most effective for muscle recovery
● Hired a surgeon to teach riders how to wash their hands 
● Determined optimum pillows and mattress to ensure good sleep
● Painted the inside of trucks used to transport the bikes white:

○ easier to spot little bits of dust/dirt



Dave Brailsford & British Cycling
Brailsford’s Results:

● 5 years later - 2008 Olympics - 60% of gold medals available
● London 2012 - set 9 Olympic records & 7 world records
● 2012-2017 - 5 Tour de France victories in 6 years
● In 10 years (2007-2017) - 178 world championship medals, 66 

Olympic/Paralympic medals, 5 Tour de France victories



Applying Atomic Habits to Language Learning
What are the second language acquisition equivalents?

More on this later

Cycling Language Learning

Find the best massage oils
Teach cyclists how to wash their hands
Buy them new pillows
Paint the inside of the trucks white

?????????



My Journey with Atomic Habits
● From 9am to 6:15am starts
● Start a fitness regime
● Combat procrastination - this talk!
● Meal prep and healthier eating
● Build Spanish vocabulary
● Journalling 
● Reading every night
● Make my bed



My Target Habits
I want to be a more confident Spanish speaker.

● So I’m going to study Spanish idiomatic language.

I want to be a more effective teacher and materials 
designer.

● So I’m going to do further reading on behavioural 
change, memory and evidence based teaching.

Tell the person sitting next to you about a target habit of 
yours:

I want to be …….. so I’m going to ……….



Habits & Behaviour of Successful Learners



Observing My Successful Learners
Joan 19,  studying literature.

● Keen to discuss “Look Back in Anger” (not the Oasis song) a post-war play by 
John Osbourne.

● Quotes from Joan’s writing: 
○ “The staff looked at me as if I was some kind of nuisance to them.”
○ “He was always on top of his game and managed to pull off stunning victories by employing risky 

but effective moves that befuddled his opponents.”
● Scored 36/36 in a proficiency reading paper.

Laia, 22, English teacher:

● Avid reader, has a tattoo with a line from Waiting for Godot.
● Keeps an excel of emergent language from class….



Habits of Successful Learners



Habits of Successful Learners
José, 47, life coach and meditation instructor

● Listens to radio four podcasts and BBC world service
● Rewrites all his compositions taking into account my corrections
● “shadows/mirrors” new words that come up in class after I say them



Habits of Successful Learners - Boiled Down
Joan, Laia & José

1. Read, listen to & watch English content extensively for pleasure.
2. View English as a vehicle for their interests, not a subject to learn.
3. Take and maintain good notes.
4. Review notes and recycle new language.
5. Take advantage of any time to practise.
6. Shadow teacher’s speech for pronunciation & memorisation. 



The Four Laws of Behaviour Change
How to create a good habit…

I want to be an intellectual. 

An intellectual reads widely every day.

1. 1st law - Make it obvious - place a book on your pillow every morning.
2. 2nd law - Make it attractive - use temptation bundling: after I’ve read 3 

pages, I get to check Twitter.
3. 3rd law - Make it easy - the book is right there in my bed.
4. 4th law - Make it satisfying - use a habit tracking app, keep a streak going, 

set a yearly reading goal on Goodreads.



First Rule of Behaviour Change: Make it Obvious



First Rule of Behaviour Change: Make it Obvious
Make the cue that causes the desired habit obvious.



The 1st Law: Make it Obvious
First class of the year: Ice-breaker + 
Establish habit framework

● The habit scoresheet:
● Write down your morning routine - 

First 5 to 6 things you do in the 
morning

● Be honest

1. Wake up
2. Snooze twice
3. Read BBC football gossip 

column
4. Go to the toilet
5. Make breakfast
6. Eat breakfast while 

watching Youtube
7. Check Twitter
8. Make coffee
9. Drink coffee

10. Start writing



Make it Obvious - The Habit Scoresheet
● Have your students do it in more 

detail:
● Ice-breaker - make it more 

communicative:
○ Find 3 things in common

● Now look again at your habits, mark 
them:

○ Good habit
○ Neutral habit
○ Bad habit

1. Wake up
2. Snooze twice
3. Read BBC football gossip 

column
4. Go to the toilet
5. Make breakfast
6. Eat breakfast while 

watching Youtube
7. Check Twitter
8. Make coffee
9. Drink coffee

10. Start writing
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Make it Obvious - The Habit Scoresheet
● Being honest, calling yourself out
● Making your bad habits obvious 
● What changes do you want to make 

to your routine?
● How do you want your morning to 

look?
● Doesn’t have to be an overhaul, 1% 

improvements

1. Wake up
2. Snooze twice
3. Read BBC football gossip 

column
4. Go to the toilet
5. Make breakfast
6. Eat breakfast while 

watching Youtube
7. Check Twitter
8. Make coffee
9. Drink coffee

10. Start writing



Make it Obvious - The Habit Scoresheet
● In class…
● Building up to the 

question:
● “When do you have time to 

work on your English?”
● Learn one expression a 

day.
● Read one paragraph of a 

book.
● Watch one Youtube video.



Implementation Intentions
● 2001 researchers in the UK, worked with 248 people build better exercise 

habits
● People divided into 3 groups:

○ Group 1: Control group:
■ Track how often they exercised

○ Group 2: “Motivation” group
■ Track how often they exercised
■ Read material on benefits of exercise
■ Presentation on reduced risk of heart disease + improved heart health

○ Group 3: “Motivation” group
■ Same as group 2
■ Asked to formulate a plan for when and where they would exercise:
■ During the next week, I will do 20 minutes of exercise on [DAY] at [TIME] in [PLACE]



Implementation Intentions - Results
● Groups 1&2: 35-38% of people exercised once a week
● Motivational presentation alone seemed to have little effect
● Group 3: 91% exercised at least once a week.

Implementation intentions: I will do ______ on [DAY] at [TIME] in [PLACE]

● Proven to increase voter turnout:
○ Plan the time they will vote, the route they will take to the polling station.

● Proven to increase the frequency with which Tim sees his friends Sam and 
Amy in Castelldefels.

○ Make a Whatsapp group, set a date.



Implementation Intentions - Results
● Everyone in the class leaves your first class with an implementation intention.
● Explain why you’re doing it - share the research
● Including you!
● Record them
● Set a reminder! 



Implementation Intentions - Results
● Next class: check back in

○ Doable?
○ Want went wrong?
○ What needs changing?

■ Read the wrong thing at the wrong time - Thinking Fast & Slow at 11:30pm
■ Too many distractions

○ Make adjustments



Do As I Do, Not As I Say
● Commit to it yourself
● Get book/podcast/Youtube/TV show recommendations from students
● Quizlet set of Spanish idioms
● Be a role model + be honest



Implementation Intentions - Results
● Further uses:
● Homework:

○ What do you need to do this homework?
■ Exam prep: Complex homework tasks: write an essay, complete a gapped text 

reading
○ When will you have those conditions?

■ Write an implementation intention:
■ I will write my essay in the library at uni from 14:00-14:45 on Wednesday. 



Second Rule of Behaviour Change: Make it Attractive



Temptation Bundling
● Ronan Byrne developed Cycflix
● Exercise bike attached to a TV
● Netflix is deactivated if the speed drops 

below a certain amount
● “Eliminating obesity one Netflix binge at a 

time”
● Bundle a habit you need to do (exercise), with 

a habit you want to do (watch Netflix)



Temptation Bundling
● “Stack” a habit you need to do (a 

good habit you’re trying to 
acquire) after one of your current 
habits.

● “Bundle” that habit you need to do 
with a habit you want to do.

● After I wake up, I will open Quizlet 
and study one Spanish idiom.

● After I have studied one Spanish 
idiom, I will read the BBC football 
gossip page.



Temptation Bundling
● After I make my breakfast, I will 

read one page of one of these 
books while I’m eating.

● After I’ve read one page, I will 
watch a Youtube video.

● Your turn: bundle a temptation.
● For your students, after 

creating their implementation 
intention, have them think of a 
reward.



Third Rule of Behaviour Change: Make it Easy



Third Rule of Behaviour Change: Make it Easy
● Design your environment to remove any roadblocks to you doing the 

desired habit.
● The habit might not be easy, but the route to it should be.
● Every barrier, however small, gives you an excuse not to do the habit.



Environment Design: The Classroom
● Vocab cards
● Retrieval practice placemats
● Access to coloured pens - take better notes 



Retrieval Practice Placemat
● Retrieval Practice by Kate Jones
● Activities to provide practice for 

retrieving information from 
long-term memory

● Perspective of secondary school 
teacher 

● Can be adapted to the ESL 
classroom.

● Encouraging retrieval with no notes



Retrieval Practice Placemat
● ESL-themed
● Place on desks or project before 

students arrive
● Maximise class time



Language for Pairwork Placemat
● Place on desks for practice 

activities / pair task 
checking.

● Encourage English use at all 
times.



Training Wheels / Stabilisers 
● Over time build up to these habits being 

automatic
● Take the placemats away and off they 

go



Retrieval Practice Tasks - Retrieval Grids
● First 5 minutes of class 

students choose a 
square from the grid.

● Write as much as they 
can about a topic, no 
notes!

● Check notes and add to 
their what they 
retrieved in a new 
colour.

● Following class, 
presented with same 
grid, choose a different 
square.



Retrieval Practice Tasks - Retrieval Grids - ESL
● Same procedure, but 

ESL-focused:
○ Grammar points
○ Exam technique
○ Lexical sets 
○ Functional language

● Students recall as 
much as possible

● Check notes, add to 
retrieval in a different 
colour.

● Same grid next class. 
● Pairwork to make 

more communicative.



Vocabulary Cards - Tweaked
● Awarding more points for 

retrieving information from 
longer ago.



Vocabulary Cards - Tweaked
● When adding a new card to the deck, 

add the date.
● Award more points for older cards 

during games.
● Games:

○ Heads up
○ Sabotage
○ Table gallery:

■ put cards face up on the table
■ sts mingle and try to recall meaning and 

context



Online Environment Design
● Make it as easy as possible for 

students to access materials
● Take the Amazon approach, as few 

clicks as possible.
● Harness the dark arts for the power 

of good!!



Make it Easy: The 2-Minute Rule
● When you start a new habit it should take less than 2 minutes to do.
● With habit formation it’s not how much/how long you do, it’s how many 

times you do it.
● 1 push-up is better than not exercising
● Master the art of showing up!
● Starting is the hardest part
● Set your students the challenge:

○ Read a paragraph
○ Read a page
○ Listen to 2 minutes of a podcast
○ Study one expression

■ Try opening Quizlet and only looking at one card…



Fourth Rule of Behaviour Change: Make it Satisfying 



Habit Tracking
Benjamin Franklin’s little notebook

● 13 Virtues:
○ Lose no time. Be always employed in something useful.
○ Avoid trifling conversation.
○ Stop procrastinating.
○ Get off Twitter.

Jerry Seinfeld - write one new joke a day



Habit Trackers
● Loop Habit Builder
● Choose your habits
● Track them each day
● Some by quantity:

○ Pages read
● Maintain streaks
● Look at data:

○ Mondays: 
■ always read at 

least 8 pages of 
my book

■ almost never 
make it to the 
gym



Habitica 

● Gamified habit tracking.
● Earn experience and level up 

your character by completing 
your tasks.

● Create a party and add all your 
students to defeat bosses 
together.



Habitica 

● Group quest
● Complete your daily tasks to do 

more damage to the boss/find 
more of the treasure

● See daily report on how much 
damage each party member 
has done

● You take damage for not 
completing your tasks



Habit Trackers
● Have students download a habit tracker
● Start small:

○ Learn one new word or phrase
○ Read in English for 2 minutes

● Students can add other habits:
○ Exercise
○ Cut screen time
○ etc. 

● Check in, make it communicative, students open their trackers in class 
and compare.

● Party/group quest element of Habitica adds competitive/collaborative 
element



Quizlet Streaks 
● Weekly streaks
● Create a class to 

share flashcard 
sets

● Ability to spy!



Feedback Tracking - Before and After Pics



Feedback Tracking



Feedback Tracking - Writing
● Normal to track final marks for written work
● Track more in-depth comments in a Google Sheet/Excel
● Students see developments in their writing as your comments change
● Track class-wide issues, teach reactively:

○ Paragraph structure 
○ Register



Tracking Speaking
● Take a “before” recording of 

students performing exam 
tasks at the beginning of the 
year.

● Speaking long turn
● Provide feedback
● Work on speaking skills in 

class:
○ Discourse management
○ Repair strategies

● Rerecord, track progress



Personalised Pronunciation Worksheets
● APAC Conference years ago
● From speaking recordings identify 

words students struggle with
● Add them to a table
● Students go away and investigate the 

pronunciation:
○ https://howjsay.com/

● They rerecord themselves saying the 
words

● Teacher gives tick or cross
○ (you’ve got it / keep working)

● Increases learner autonomy
● Students use “note” column for 

personalised reminders

https://howjsay.com/


From How to What



Quizlet Sets - A Phrase a Day
● October - June
● 9 months - holidays = 31 weeks
● 31 X 7=217
● Call it 200 expressions/vocab items in 

a year
● Just studying, introducing, further 

work needed for assimilation
● Tie into classroom games, tests, 

speaking activities
● C2 Weeks 1-5



Reading - Novels
● Engaged, motivated groups
● Break a novel down into sections
● Chapter a week 10 minute 

discussion start of 2nd class of the 
week

● Keep momentum up, too many 
postponements and things will start 
to flag



Reading - Short Stories
More manageable:

● The Paper Menagerie by Ken Liu
● The Landlady by Roald Dahl
● Stories of Your Life by Ted Chiang - 

“Arrival” was based on this.

More suggestions welcome



Extensive Reading - Articles
● https://www.iflscience.com/ - I Fucking Love 

Science
● The Guardian:

○ You be the judge - great conversation starter, 
tonnes of great language

○ My bad trip - terrifying travel tales
○ How we met - couples describing how they got 

together

● Reddit - AITA (Am I the Asshole?)
○ Great for class debates
○ As featured on 2Ts in a Pod!

https://www.iflscience.com/


Extensive Reading & Listening - Offering Choice
● Trying to encourage a 

reading/listening habit
● Give choice:

○ 2 articles and one podcast
● In class, group students and have 

them discuss what they 
read/listened to

● Information gap - some read one 
thing, some another

● Leave the same 3 choices for the 
following week

○ Interest may have been piqued



Call for Collaborators
● tim_rd_warre@hotmail.com
● Develop “phrase a day” for other 

levels
● Recommendations for extensive 

reading and listening
● Research into effective study habits
● Further push and explore the system
● Open to suggestions and comments

mailto:tim_rd_warre@hotmail.com

